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Combined retarder prover cabinet 
for 12+12 trays 60x80

The combined retarder-prover cabinets from the “PLANET” range were designed to manage in 
the best way and with maximum precision the proving cycle, by controlling the temperature, 
the duration of conservation and proving together with its relative humidity.

Made to the highest quality standards, “PLANET” cabinets are entirely in AISI 304 stainless 
steel and constructed in one-piece structure. Thanks to the 65mm thick high density 
polyurethane insulation and the high efficiency tropicalized compressors, it is possible to 
optimize the functioning by ensuring an energy saving . 

They have pressed bottom with rounded corners for an easy cleaning and are equipped with 
air ducts especially designed to obtain a uniform circulation of air flows. Automatic defrost 
with hot gas and automatic elimination of condensate water.

The inside humidity is being produced by a steam generator and is controlled and regulated 
by the multifunctional and multilingual (8 languages) 5’’ touch-screen control board, that 
allows to set the cooling, conservation, recovery, proving and holding stages and their 
modification at any time, also during the cycle’s functioning. There is also the possibility to 
memorize several programs (10 favorite).

The cabinets can accommodate 40x60cm and 60x80 trays.

Standard equipment: USB device, no. 12+12 pair of guides for 60x80 trays, kit of wheels.

FLC/48 
cm 78x128x227 
lt 350+350 

nr 12+12 
nr 12+12 

W 960+960 
W 910+910* 
°C -5/+35

Yes

Volt 1x230 / 50 Hz 

5

TECHNICAL DATA:

External dimensions (WxDxH) 

Capacity

Trays capacity (58 mm pitch) 

Standard fitting (pair of guides) 

Max absorbed power

Refrigerated power

Temperature 

Humidity control

Gas

Input voltage

Climatic class
*Evap. -10°C cond. +45°C 

CONTROL PANEL 

rH%

planet

R452A
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INSTALLATION DIAGRAM: 

(R) Electricity supply: 3x1.5 mm2 wire complete with Schuko plug; L=4000 mm

(A) Water supply: 2,5÷5 Atm 250÷500 KPa, TEMPERATURE 10÷35°C, HARDNESS 1+8 °F, CONNECTION 3/4'' FEMALE 2mt OUTSIDE THE MACHINE

ON REQUEST:

Supervision system "Epoca" connected to the Cloud platform through WI-FI, used for remote management of equipment from a PC, tablet or smartphone.


